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Abstract
DISCONTINUOUS SOLUTIONS OF
NEUTRAL FUNCTIONAL
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
J . C . F . DE OLIVEIRA AND L. FICHMANN
The fundamental theory of existence, uniqueness and continuous
differentiability of Lp-solutions for Neutral Functional Differential
Equations is presented . Also, the spectrum of the solution opera-
tor of general autonomous linear NFDEs is described. Finally, an
extension of Hartman Grobman Theorem on local conjugacy near
a hyperbolic equilibrium is proved .
1 . Introduction
We develop the fundamental theory of existence, uniqueness and con-
tinuous differentiability of solutions in the space Lp of neutral functional
differential equations (NFDE)
(1.1)
	
~t E(x(t), x(t - r)) = f(x(t), x(t - r)) + J a(9)g(x(t + B)) dB,T
with appropriate continuously Fréchet-differentiable maps E : X x X ~
X, f : X x X ~ X and g : X -> X, and an integrable function a from
[-r, 0] into the space C(X) of linear continuous operators on X, X = R'
or Cn, with a positive constant delay r. For 1 <_ p < oc, we write Lp to
denote the Lebesgue space Lp ([-r, 0], X) and write the above equation,
as usual, as
(1 .2) dt D(xt) = F(xt),
where the functionals D and F are defined on the space C of continuous
functions cp : [-r, 0] --> X by
D(W) = E(W(0), W(-r»,
F(~) _ f(W(0),W(-r)) +f a(B)g(W(e)) de
r
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and xt(0) - x(t + 0), t in (-oo, oc), 0 in [-r, 0] .
The flow of equation (1.1) is the group {S(t)}tER of strongly-
continuous Hadamard-differentiable operators S(t) on X x Lp defined
by
S(t)(~~P) _ ( +f
ti
F(xs) ds, xt) 1
0
for any E X, W E LP, where x E LP°(I[8, X) is the solution of the
integral equation
t
D(xt ) _ + F(xs ) ds
0
which satisfies the initial condition xo = cp .
We prove that if 1 < p < oo, then (S(t))tER is a strongly-continuous
group and, unless D is linear, Fréchet differentiability of each map
S(t), t :J= 0, can not be obtained by Contraction Principles .
We also extend the theorem of Hartman-Grobman on the conjugacy
near a hyperbolic equilibrium point of the flow (S(t))tER and the flow of
the linearized equation .
We observe that the results can be extended to more general equations
such as
dtE
(x(t), x(t - r1 ), . . ., x(t - rN),
~0
al (0)gl(x(t + B)) dB)
r
= . . . ,
0
f (x(t), x(t - ri), x(t - rN),
fr
,a(B)g(x(t + B) dB)
where E and f are smooth maps from XN+2 into X, gl and g are smooth
maps from X into itself, al and a are piecewise continuously differentiable
maps from [-r, 0] into G(X), 0 < rl < . . . < rN = r.
We note also that the space X in Theorems 3 .1, 3 .2, 5 .1 (i)-(iv) and
5.3 can be any Banach space and, in Theorem 5 .5, any Hilbert space .
2 . Differentiable functions and Contraction Principles
The results of this section are taken from [9] .
Let E and F be complex Banach spaces, A C E an open set, q E A
and f : A -4 F.
We say that f is Gdteaux-differentiable at q if there exists a map
5f(q, .) : E, F such that for each h E E we can write f(q+th) = f(q)+
t5f (q, h) + tR(t, h) where R(t, h) --> 0 as t ~ 0 in R . The G-derivative
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6f (q, .) is uniquely defined and satisfies the identity 6f(q, th) = t5f(q, h)
for any (t, h) in R x E.
We say that f is Hadamard-differentiable (or quasi-differentiable) at q
if there exists a linear map f'(q) : E --> F such that for each h E E we
can write f(q+th+tk) = f(q) +tf'(q)h+R(t, k, h) where R(t, k, h) - 0
as (t, k) ---> (0, 0) in R x E. The H-derivative f'(q) is also uniquely
defined . Clearly we have 5f (q, -) = f(q) whenever this last exists .
We note that if dimE < oo, then f is H-differentiable if and only if f
is Fréchet-differentiable .
Recall that the Lipschitz constant of a map f is defined by
Lipf = inf{L : IIf(q) - f(q)II < LII q - qjj, q, q E A}.
Theorem 2.1 . If f is G-differentiable at q, 6f(q, -) is linear and there
exists a neighborhood V of the point q such that Lip(fi v ) < oo ., then f
is H-differentiable at q.
The proof follows easily from the inequalities
¡¡f(q + th + tk) - f (q) - t6f(q, h) II
< II f(q + th + tk) - f (q + th) I I + ¡¡f(q + th) - f(q) - t6f(q, h) I I
and IIf(q+th+tk) - f(q+th)II < Lip(fiv)IItkil .
The chain-rule can also be easily proved : the map f o g is H-
differentiable at q if g is H-differentiable at q and f is H-differentiable
at g(q) and (f og)'(q) = f'(g(q))g'(q) .
Theorem 2.2 . Let E and F be Banach spaces, A C E xF be an open
set and f : A -> F be a map satisfying the following assumptions:
(i) f has strongly continuous partial H-derivatives f., and fy at any
point (x, y) in A, that is, the maps (x, y, h) 1-4 f,:(x, y)h and
(x, y, k) - fy (x, y) k are continuous on A x E and A x F re-
spectively.
(ii) There exist closed sets S and T, S C E, T C F such that S x T C
A, f(S x T) C T and sup(x, y) ESxT II fy(x, y) II < 1 .
Then, there is a unique map y : S -> T such that y(x) = f (x, y(x))
for each x in S.
Moreover, y is strongly-continuous H-differentiable and y'(x) = [I -
fy(x, y(x))]-'f.(x, y(x)) for each x in S .
Proof. For each x in S, we use the Contraction Mapping Principle to
the map y E T ti f (x, y) E T to find the fixed point y(x) .
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Now, let 0 = y(x+th+tk) -y(x) -tLh, for small (t, k) E R x E, with
L = [I- fy (x, y(x))]-1f~(x, y(x)), x in S . Let us call y = y(x) . Since
O= f(x+th+tk, y+tLh+O)-f(x+th+tk, y+tLh)
+ f(x + th + tk, y + tLh) - f (x, y) -f., (x, y)th - fy (x, y)tLh,
it follows that
¡0l <
fo
i
1fy(x + th + tk, y + tLh + 1 d1 + o(t) < 8 01 + o(t),
where 0 = Supl1 eSXT IVy(x,01 < 1 and therefore, y is H-
differentiable at x . The strong-continuity of y' follows from the strong-
continuity of f,; and fy , and the proof is complete .
Theorem 2.3 . Let I C II8 be a compact interval and X, Y be Banach
spaces . Let f : I x X ---> Y be a map satisfying the following conditions
(i) For almost all t E I, the map x H f (t, x) is H-differentiable and
there exists a constant M > 0 such that 112 (t, x) Il c(X,Y) <_ M,
almost everywhere (a . e .) for t in I, for all x in X .
(ii) For each x and x in X, the maps t ~-4 f(t, x) and t ~--> á (t, x)x
are measurable and the map t 1-4 f(t, 0) is in Lp(I, Y), for somep E [1 00) .
For a given u E Lp(I, X) we define_	f (u) : I Y by f(u) (t) _
f(t,u(t)) a . e . for t in I . Then, f(u) is in Lp (I,Y) and the map f
Lp (I,X) - Lp(I,Y) is Lipschitz strongly-continuous H-differentiable
with [f'(u)v](t) = '(t,u(t))v(t) a.e . for t in I, for all u and v in
LP (I, X) .
Moreover, if f is Fréchet-differentiable at the null function ofLp(I, X),
then
a . e . for t in I, for all x E X.
f(t, x) = f(t, 0) + x (t, 0)x,
Proof. For the proof that 7(u) is in Lp (I,Y) see [11] . First, we prove
that jis G-differentiable . We have
s [f(u+ sv)(t)
- f(u)(t)] - áx (t, u(t))v(t)
=
1 f s [Of (t, u(t) + uv(t)) -'f (t, u(t))J
v(t) do, --> 0
0
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a.e . for t in I . On the other hand, for any measurable E C I we have
s [f(u + sv) - ¡(u)] - 8x (' U(.))v(-) L(E,Y)
This imply that
Since
J(V6) - ¡(o) - f(0)v6II p
IIvdp
s
2
f 2MIIvilL,(E,x) do, = 2MIwII L,(E,x) ~ 0
0
uniform1y in 0 < ¡si < constant, when the measure of E tends to zero .
s [¡(u +
sv) - ¡(u)] -
09X ( .'
UU)v(-) - 0
P
when s -> 0, and therefore the G-derivative of f exists and 6N,v) (t) =
á (t, u(t))v(t) a . e . for t in I and it is linear on v .
¡¡f (u) - f(v) Ilp <_
_ r rl
áx (t' u(t) + (1 - 1)v(t))(u(t) -
v (t)) d1
J
Pdt
< MPIU(t)-v(t)IPdt=MPIlu-v[IP
r
it follows that f is Lipschitz continuous . By Theorem 2 .1, f is H-
differentiable .
Now, bN, v) is continuous Since un, -> u and v , ---> v in LP(I,X)
imply 6¡(u,, vn) 6¡(u, v) in measure, and fE 1 Sf(un, vn) (t) IPdt <
MP fE Ivrr,(t)I P _dt-j 0, uniformly in n, when the measure of E tends to
zero . This imply that Sf (un, v,2) --> Sf(u, v) in LP (I, X) .
To preve the last assertion, we can assume without loss of generality
that f(t, 0) - 0 . If there exists xo 7~ 0 such that f(t, xo) - á-f (t, 0)xo
0(t) with 0(t) :~ 0 in a set of positive measure, then we can take a point
to in the interior of I such that lim i to+6 0 t P dt = 0 t P 0 .
6_0+26 fto-6
( )I ( 0)
Taking the function v6(t) = xo for t E [to - S, to + S] and v6 (t) - 0
outside, we have IIv6IIP = ~ x01(2S) 1/P -4 0 when S --> 0+, but
fto±6 1 f(t, xo) - áf (t, 0)xo I P dt i0(to) l P
~xoIP26 ~x01P
0,
a contradiction with the hypothesis that f is Fréchet-dif erentiable at 0 .
Therefore, f(t, x) = á- (t, 0)x a.e . for t in I, for all x in X, and the proof
is complete.
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3. The fundamental theory
We state the fundamental theorems on the solutions of the NFDE
(3.1) ~t E(x(t), x(t - r)) = f(x(t), x(t - r)) + J a(9)g(x(t + B)) dBr
where E and f are continuously Fréchet-differentiable maps from X x X
into X, X is the n-dimensional Euclidean space ll8n or Cn , g : X --> X is
also continuously Fréchet-differentiable and a is an integrable map from
[-r,0] into the space G(X) of continuous linear operators from X into
itself.
We fix p, 1 < p < oc, and look for solutions of (3 .1) in Lp°(I[8, X).
We assume that :
(Hl) The derivatives DE - [-Capo áp ] , Df - [ápá] and Dg are all
bounded on their domains .
(H2) There exist injective continuous linear operators Lo and Lr from
X into itself and a real constant c, 0 < e < 1, such that
I - Lo
apoaE
(Po,pr) < c and I - Lr
ap8E
(po,pr) < C
r
for all (po,pr) E X x X, where I is the identity.
(H3) IIajip , < oo, where p +, = 1 .
We observe that if x belongs to Lp°(IIB, X), then the maps t r-4 D(xt) _
E(x(t),x(t-r)) and t HF(xt) = f(x(t), x(t-r))+f0r a(B)g(x(t+B)) dB
also belong to Lp'(IEB,X) .
We say that x in LP °(1[8, X) is a solution of (3.1) if there exists a
constant vector ~ in X such that the relation
(3.2) D(xt) = ~ +
J t
F(xs) ds
0
holds a.e . for t in (-oo, oe) ; in this case, x is also a solution of the
integral equation (3.2) .
We denote by Lp the Banach space Lp([-r, 0], X) with the p-norm .
Theorem 3 .1 . For each (~, cp) E X x Lp there exists a unique solu-
tion x in L."' (l[8, X) of equation (3.2) such that xo = cp . Moreover, if
1 < p < oo, the map (t, ~, cp) - xt E Lp is continuous . This map is
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not continuous when p = oo although for each t in (-oo, oo), the map
(~, cp) ~-, xt E Lc, is continuous .
Proof. Given (~, cp) E X x Lp, we consider the map F from
Lp ([0, T], X) into itself defined by
(3.3) .F[y] (t) = y(t) -Lo ID(Yt) - -
l
t
F(ys) ds
]
a.e . for t in [0, T],
0
where we put yo = cp .
For sufficiently small T > 0, independent of (~, W), .F is a contraction,
uniformly in (~, ~o) . The fixed point x of F is the solution defined on
[0, T] .
We use an induction argument to obtain the solution on [0, oo) .
_ Analogously, the solution on [-T - r, -r] is the fixed point of the map
.F defined by
.F[y](t-r) = y(t-r)-L,, ID(yt ) - -
l
t
F(ys) ds
J
l a .e . for t in [-T, 0],
0
where again we put yo = ~o .
Again, by induction, we get the solution on (-00, oo) .
Since the map t ~--+ xt E Lp is continuous when 1 <_ p < oo and
not continuous when p = oo, the rest of the proof is a consequence
of the continuity of each contraction with respect to (~, cp, y) and the
independence on (~, cp) of the contraction constant .
The flow corresponding to equation (3 .2) is the family {S(t)}tER of
operators S(t) from X x Lp onto itself defined by
S(t)(, + f
t
F(xs) ds,
xtl0
where x = x(~, cp) is the solution of equation (3 .2) through (1;, cp) .
By Theorem 3 .1, the flow is a group of homeomorphisms under com-
position which is strongly continuous when 1 < p < oo .
Theorem 3.2 . Suppose that E, f and g are twice continuously
Fréchet-differentiable with
¡ID(21EII, ¡ID
~2)f
1I and IID~2>gll
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bounded on their domains. The following statements are true :
(i) For any t in (-oo, oo), S(t) is strongly-continuous H-diffe
rentiable at any point (~, cp) and DS(t) (~, cp)(0~, Ocp) +
fot M(s)z, ds, zt) where z is the solution of the linearized equation
around the solution S(t) (~, W)
(3.4) Ao(t)z(t) + Ao (t)z(t - r)
t
=Al+l M(s)zs ds a. e for t in (-oo, oo)
0
through where M(t)zt = Bo(t)z(t) + Bo (t)z(t -
r) + for B(t, 0)z(t + 0) d0, B(t, 0) = a(0)Dg(x(t + B)), Bi (t) _
á (x(t), x (t - r)) and A? (t) = áp (x (t), x (t - r)) a. e . for t in
(-oo, oo), i = 0, r .
(ii) Suppose 2 <_ p < oo and a is essentially bounded. ff E is lin-
ear then S(t) is continuously F-differentiable (class Cl ) for any
t in I[8 . Convers_ely, when p is not oo, if either the operator F
or the operator F given in the proof of Theorem 3.1 is Fréchet-
differentiable at some point (~, cp, y) in its domain, then E is lin-
ear.
Proof. (i) The proof follows from Theorem 2 .2 applied to the contrac-
tion .F given by relation (3.3) above, as follows : ,F is G-differentiable with
respect to (1, (p, y) in X x Lp x Lp ([0,T], X), the derivative at (1, ep, y)
is the continuous linear map given by
D.F(~, W, y) (A~, 0w, Ay) (t)
= Ay(t) - Lo
lA
o (t)y(t) + Arf)y(t - r) - o~ - ft M(s)y, ds
]0
a . e . for t in [0, T], and F is Lipschitizian . Therefore, by Theorem 2.1, F
is H-differentiable .
To prove that D.F is strongly-continuous we first prove the result when
OW and Ay are essentially bounded and use a density argument for the
general case .
Now, for T > 0 sufiiciently small, it is easy to see that
sup { ay (~, W, y) : in X, W in Lp , y in Lp ([0, T], X) } is less than 1 .
By Theorem 2.2, the fixed point x(~, cp) is strongly-continuous H-
differentiable .
Since, for 0 <_ t <_ T, the map (~, cp) x(~, cp)) and (~, y) ~-->
t( + fo F(ys) ds, yt) are strongly-continuous H-differentiable, so is the
composition S(t) .
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For an arbitrary positive t, we take a positive integer m such that
0 < ,, _< T . Since S(t) = S(t/m)m , the chain-rule shows that S(t) is
strongly-continuous H-differentiable .
The proof for negative t is the same if we use the contraction F.
The strongly-continuous H-differentiability of (~, cp) H x(~, w) E
LP ([a, b], X) for an arbitrary compact interval [a, b] and the proof that
z = Dx(~, w) (,1~, Ocp) satisfies equation (3.4) follow easily from the dif-
ferentiability of S(t) and the chain-rule applied to the equation (3 .2) .
(ii) Let us show that .F is of class Cl . Since E is linear, it suffices to
show that (~o, y) - .F* (cp, y) is Cl , where
7*(w,y)(t) =
fo [f(y(s), cp(s - r))+ f ,' a(B)g(W(s + B)) dB
°+ f s a(B)g(y(s + B)) dB] ds,
if0<t<r
We show that .F* is of class C1 with respect to cp .
Using the H-derivative of .íT*, taken from (i), we have
~* (w + Ow, y) (t) - y*W y)(t)-
a
(w, y)ow(t)
< f t 2IID(2)f II Iow(S - r)I
2
ds
0
+
f
t
1 ¡ID (2)gII
f
-S
la(0) Ilow(S + 0) 12 dB ds
0 2 r
< -¡ID (2~f ilt 1 ~p1Iow1IP + -¡ID (2, gll ¡¡al¡-¡¡ ow1IPt
a.e . for t in [0, T], where 1 + 2 = 1 . It follows that
*
J* (w + Z1w, y) - '17* (w, y) -v(w, y)Ow <- KT1IP IIOwII p,
P
where K is constant . In the same way it may be shown that .F* is C1
with respect to y. To prove the continuity of 'á~ : LP x LP ([0, T], X) ->
G(LP,LP([0,T], X)) with respect to cp, for example, we have
* *
Ca
(w, y) - a (0, y)) ow(t) <- ¡ID( 2)f II
11,p
- V)IIPIIAWIIP~
+ ¡ID(2 )gIl IIa1I .IIw - OIIPII áWIIP'r
< (¡ID ~ 2)f¡Ir
52
+ ¡ID (2 )gII Ilall.r~)IIoWIIPIIW-V9IIP
= KIIowIIPIIw - OIIP
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a.e . for t in [0, T], where K is a constant . Note that p' < p . It follows
that
* *
(~p, y)D(P -
O.F*
(0, y)Ow
p
and therefore
a.F* a.F*
(?p, y) :5 RVIPIJW - 011p .aw I(Lp,Lp([OJI,X»
When T > 0 is small enough, the fixed point x(1, w) of .F(1, w, -) is
of class Cl in (~, W) . The proof that S(t) is of class Cl for an arbitrary
t in (-oo, oo) follows as in item (i), changing "strongly-continuous H-
differentiable" for "continuously Fréchet-differentiable" .
Suppose now that_ .F is Fréchet-differentiable at some point (G, wo, yo)
(the case of .F is completely analogous) . Define E : Lp x Lp([O,T], X)
Lp ([0, T],X) by E(w, y)(t) = E(y(t), y(t - r)) a.e . for t in [0, T], where
we put y(0) = cp(8)for B in [-r, 0] . Then we have .F(j, cp, y) = y -
LoE(cW, y) + Lo (~) +Lo.F* (~o, y) . This implies that E is F-differentiable
at (Wo, yo), since the other parcels are of class Cl in (~, W, y) . There is
no loss of generality in supposing that 0 < T <_ r.
We now use the Theorem 2.3 . Let I = [0, T] and use in X2 = X x X
the norm ll(po,pr)ll = (IPOIP + lprlp)l/p .
< KTl /PIIo~oilpllW - ~bllp
Define f : I x X2 -> X by f(t, (po,pr)) = E(yo(t) + po, Wo(t - r) +
pr) - (yo (t), cPo (t - r)) a . e . for t in I, for all (po,pr) in X2 . For a
given u E Lp(I, X2 ), u(t) = (ul(t), u2 (t)), we have ¡(u)(t) a=e E(yo(t) +_
ul (t), ~p o (t - r) +U2 (t» - F,(yo(t), Wo(t - r)) . We have f (t, 0) = 0 and f
is F-differentiable at the null function of LP (I, X2 ) . Then, by Theorem
2.3, f (t, (izo, pr)) a=e, óp (t, (O, 0))p0 + p (t, (O, 0»p,, that 1S,
E(yo(t) +po,~Po(t - r) + Pr)
= E(yo(t), Wo(t-r))+ap (yo (t),
<Po(t-r))po+
ap
(yo (t), Wo(t -r))pr
a.e . for t in I, for all (po,pr) in X2 . If we take some dense and countable
set D C X2 , we can find some t E I for which the above equality holds
at this t and all (po,pr) E D. By the continuity of E we get
E(po, pr) = E(0, o) + apo (O, 0)po + ap (o, O)pr
for all (PO,pr) in X2, and the proof is complete .
where
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4. The linear flow
If E, f and g are linear, the equation (3.2) can be written as
t
(4.1) Dyt = + Lys ds a.e . for t in (-oo, oo)
0
Dyt = Aoy(t) + Ary(t - r),
Lyt = Boy(t) + Boy(t - r) + J B(B)y(s + 0) dB,r
a .e . for t E (-oo, oo) . The functions Ao, Ar , BO, B,. are in G(X), B is
in Lp,([-r,0],G(X)) and the hypothesis (H2) becomes : Ao and A,. are
invertible in G(X) . In this case, the flow of equation (4.1), denoted by
{T(t)}tER, is a group of linear isomorphisms on X x Lp .
We will need also the non-homogeneous equation
t
(4.2) Dyt = + Lys ds + Q(t) a.e . for t in (-oo, oo)
to
where Q is in Lpc(R, X), to E R.
The existente and uniqueness of solution y in L°(R, X) for equa-p
tion (4.2) with initial conditions yto = cp can be proved with the same
arguments used in Theorem 3.1 . If 1 _< p < oo, the solution depends
continuously on 1 in X, cp in Lp , to in R and Qlfa,bl in Lp([a,b], X), for
each compact interval [a, b] containing to, and the solution y(to, ~, cp, Q)
can be decomposed as yt (to,~,cp,Q) =7r2T(t - to)(~,cp)+K(t,to)Ql[t o ,t],
where 72 is the projection (~, cp) ~-~ cp and K(t, to) is a continuous linear
operator from Lp([to1 t], X) into Lp (if t < to we interchange the order
in [to, t]) .
Let {T0 (t)}tCR be the flow of the difference equation
(4.3) Dyt = 0 .
The flow {TO(t)}tER is the 7F2-projection of the restriction to {0} x Lp of
the flow corresponding to equation (4.1) with L - 0 .
The main purpose of this section is to describe the spectra of To (t) and
T(t) . Define H(A) °- Ao + Are-1r and 0(A) - AH(A) - Bo - B,e-Ar -
f 0r B(B)e" d9, for A in C .
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Theorem 4.1 . (i) For 1 <_ p < oo, the infinitesimal generator of the
group {TO(t)}tER is given by Gocp = cp, D(G0) _ {cp E W1,P : D(cp) = 0}
whereW 1,P={WeLp :c0ELp } .
(ii) The spectrum of G° consists only on eigenvalues and A E u(G0) if
and only if det H(A) = 0 .
(iii) If p = 2, then u(TO(t)) = -tQ(G°) .
Proo£ The proof is due to D . Henry [8] .
(i) Let cp be in D(G°) . Then, putting xt = T'(t)~o and y t =
TO(t)GOW = GOTO (t)W = dtTo (t)cp = dtxt we have xt = ep + fo ys ds
so that, a.e . for 0 in [-r, 0], x(t + 0) = W(O) + fe+e
y(s) ds . Hence, for
each 0 in [-r, 0] for which this last relation holds, the right-hand side
is an absolutely continuous function of t in lié and so is x with x =y.
Then cp = xo is in W1,P, cp = yo = Go ce and Dcp = 0 because when the
solution is continuous, the equation is satisfied for all t in R .
Conversely, if cp is in W1,P, DW = 0, then, putting xt = TO(t)W, yt =
T' (t)cp and z(t) = x(t) -W(0) - fo y (s) ds, we have zo = 0 and D(zt ) = 0
a.e . for t in R . By uniqueness, z - 0, so x is absolutely continuous and
x = y and then cp is in D(GO) and Go ce = cp .
(ii) For a given 0 in Lp and A in C, the solution cp of Go ce - Acp = 0
is given by W(B) = el\e cp(0) + f
ó
r
ea(B-u)
4'(u) du . This solution cp is in
D(G 0) if and only if DW = H(A)W(0) + A,. foT e-a('+u) 4'(u) du is equal
to zero . This last condition determines W(0) uniquely if and only if
det H(A) =,,~ 0 . From this we conclude that o,(G0 ) = {A E C : det H(A) _
0} and contains only eigenvalues .
(iii) It is easy to see that, for A such that Re A >_ a and
det H(A) 0 0, there exists a constant ca such that 11 (A - Go) --1 li c(L2) <
Ca I1H(M -1 (1G(X) .
A theorem of Gearhart and Herbst [10] says : eat is in u(T O (t)) if and
only if either there exists an integer k such that A + 2txk is in v(G 0 ) or
for any integer k, A + 22t2k is not in u(G') but (A + 22tIk - Go) -1 is not
uniformly bounded as k -~ foo.
If we have this last possibility then dist(o,(GO), {A + 2" : k
integer }) = 0 . In fact, det H(A) is an analytic almost periodic func-
tion of A, and this implies that H(A) -1 is uniformly bounded in any set
{AEC :a<_Re A<_~3,dist(u(GO),A)>_S}fora<0,6>0(see[6]) .
Therefore, el\t E elQ(G° ) and the proof is complete .
Remark 4.1 . We have taken p = 2 in Theorem 4.1 (iii) because the
Theorem of Gearhart and Herbst applies to strongly continuous serni-
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groups defined on Hilbert spaces and no comparable result is known for
semigroups on Banach spaces .
Remark 4 .2 . Theorem 4.1 has been proved in [8] when X is any
Hilbert space and D has the special form
Dxt °-- x(t) +
r
Akx(t - rk) +
fr
A(B)x(t + 0) dB
where Ak and A(B) are compact operators . The possibility r = +oo was
also allowed .
In the following, we use the identification T°(t) : Lp --> Lp - {0} x Lp .
Lemma 4.2 . For 1 < p :5 oc, the map T(t) -T° (t)7r2 is compact.
Proof.- The proof follows by observing that T(t) - T°(t)7F2 =
(Q,K°(t)Q), where K° (t) is the above operator K(t, 0) corresponding
to equation (4.2) with L - 0 and Q(t) = 7r1T(t)(~, cp), 7r 1 being the pro-
jection (~, cp) ~--> ~ . The map (Z;, cp) H Q is a compact linear map from
X x Lp into the space of continuous functions from [0, t] (or [t, 0] if t < 0)
to X with the uniform norm, by the Arzelá-Ascoli theorem .
Theorem 4.3 . (i) For 1 <_ p < oo, the infinitesimal generator of
the group {T(t)}tER is given by G(~, cp) = (Lcp, cp), D(G) cp) E
X x W1,p : ~ = Dcp} .
(ii) The spectrum of G consists only on eigenvalues and A E o,(G) if
and only if det A(A) = 0 .
(iii) If p = 2, then o,(T(t)) = et° (G), a.e . for t in (-
(4.4) eta(G°) C {u E C : ¡u¡ = et', ~ E Z}
, OC) .
Proof. The proof of (i) and (ii) follows them same steps of the proof
of (i) and (ii) of Theorem 4.1 .
(iii) Let Z = {Re A : A E o,(G°)}, let f, -y) be an open bounded
interval disjoint from the closure Z . Let U = {u E C : ea t < ¡u¡ < e"t} .
Since for all t we have
using Theorem 4.1 (iii), we conclude that U is disjoint from o,(T ° (t)) .
Also Q(T° (t)7r2) = a(T° (t)) U {0} and U is disjoint from u(T°(t)-ff2) .
By Lemma 4.2 and a result of Gohberg and Krein stated in [6, Lemma
4.2], it follows that U C p(T(t)) or U C e'Q'(G), where p(T(t)) is the set
of all normal points (regular points or isolated eigenvalues with finite
multiplicities) of T(t) .
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Since e'(G) is countable, U must be disjoint from the essential spec-
trum ue(T(t)), the complement of p(T(t)), which implies that ue (T(t))
is contained in the set {u E C : l ul = él, ~ E Z} .
From [7], the inclusion (4.4) is, in fact, an equality holding for almost
all t in (-oo,oo), so that ue ( T(t)) is contained in eta(G1) a.e . for t in
(-oo, oo) and, Since etQ(G°) C et,(G) we conclude the proof.
5 . Conjugation
We say that the linear equation (4.1) is hyperbolic if there exists a
to > 0 such that the linear operator T(to) is hyperbolic, that is, its
spectrum is disjoint from the unit circle in the complex plane .
The following proposition is an extension to our context of the corre-
sponding results for the phase space C and we ommit the proof Since it
is analogous to the one given in [5] and [6] . To prove the last statement,
we use Theorem 4.3 (iii) .
Proposition 5.1 . The equation (4 .1) is hyperbolic if and only if for
any t =~ 0, T(t) is hyperbolic . In this case, there exist closed linear
subspaces Ls and Lu of X x Lp such that
(i) Ls ® Lu = X x Lp ;
(ii) Ls and Lu are invariant under the flow,
(iii) There exist positive constante a and K such that
IIT(t) (~, W) II <_ Ke-c" II (~, W) II, (1, (p) in L', t >_ 0
IIT(t) (~, W) II <_ Keat II (~, W) II, (~, W) in Lu, t < 0;
(iv) Ls and Lu are characterized by:
Ls = {(~, cp) E X x Lp : T(t) (~, ;o) - 0 as t - +oo}
Lu = {(~, cp) E X x Lp : T(t)(~, cp) - 0 as t - -oo} .
Ls is the stable subspace and Lu is the unstable subspace of equa-
tion (4 .1).
(v) If p = 2, the hyperbolicity of equation (4.1) is equivalent to the
existente of a positive number S such that det 0(A) 7~ 0 if I Re ,\ I <
S .
Suppose that equation (4.1) is hyperbolic . We will show that the flows
{S(t)} of'equation (3 .2) and {T(t)} of equation (4.1) are conjugates if
D-D and F - L are small enough.
GivenE>0,letE, :XxX->X, f, :XxX + Xandg, :X->X
be any bounded Cl-maps, with
(5.1)
	
Sup {IIDEE(po,pr)II, IIDfE(po,pr)II, IIDg,(po)II} <E .
(po,pr)EX xX
A homeomorphism h : E --> E is said to be a conjugation for two given
maps T:E , EandS :E~EifTh=hS.
Lemma 5 .2 . LetT E G(E) be a hyperbolic isomorphism. Then, there
exists a 8 > 0 such that for any perturbation T + ~D of T by a bounded
map 1) : E --> E with Lip 4) < S, there exists a unique continuous map
h : E , E such that h- I is bounded and Th = h(T+(D) . Furthermore,
h-1 is continuous, so that h is a conjugation between T and T +,D .
The proof is an application of the contraction principle . See [12] for
details .
Theorem 5 .3 . Suppose equation (4.1) is hyperbolic with B(B) =
a(9)M, where M E G(X) is constant and a satisfies the hypothesis
(H3) . Then, there exists E > 0 such that if E(po,pr) = Aopo +
Arpr + Ee (po, p,), f(p0, pr) = Bopo + Brpr +fe (po, pr) and g =M+gE,
for any po and pr in X, then, there exists a unique homeomorphism
h : X x Lp -> X x Lp, h - I bounded, such that h is a conjugation
between the flows {S(t)} and {T(t)}.
Proof. We note that for E less than IIAO '11 - ' and IIAr' II -1 the hy-
potheses (H1) and (H2) are verified for E, f, g and the flow {S(t)} is
well defined .
Let us write equation (3.2) into the form
where Q(t) °-- -EE(x(t), x(t-r))+fo [f~:(x(s), x(s-r))+fór a(B)g,(x(s+
B)) dB] ds, with xt = 7F2S(t)(~, cp) .
We now define d>t : X x Lp ---> X x Lp by S(t) = T(t) + 4)t .
The map -Pt, satisfies :
7ri~t(~P) = f
t
[f,(x(s), x(s - r)) +
~o
a(B)g,(x(s + B)) d®] ds
0 r
7r2<Dt(~, ;0) = zt
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t
Dx t = + f Lxs ds + Q(t),
0
+
f
[Boz(s) +Brz(s - r) +
0
B(B)z(s + 0) dB] ds
0 fr
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where zt = K(t,0)Ql[o,t](K(t,0)Ql(t,ol if t < 0) is the solution of Dzt =
fo Lzs ds + Q(t) with zo = 0 .
With some laborious but straightforward work, we can prove that ~¿t
is continuous, bounded and 4),. is Lipschitzian with Lip (Dr < ', cl1
and C2 are constante dependent only on equation (4.1) .
We now apply Lemma 5.2 to the hyperbolic operator T(r) : we take
E > 0 such that Lip-D,. < S, so that T(r) and S(r) are conjugated by a
unique homeomorphism h of X x Lp , h - I bounded .
For any t in (-oo, oo), we define ht : X x Lp --> X x Lp by ht =
T(-t)hS(t) .
Clearly, ht is continuous, llht - Ill < 11T(-«l(11h - III + 11(Dtl1) < oo
and T(-r)htS(r) = T(-t - r)hS(t + r) = T(-t)hS(t) = ht , so that ht
also conjugates S(r) and T(r). By the uniqueness in Lemma 5.2, ht =h
and T(t)h = hS(t) for all t . a
We note that, in the above theorem, it is not necessary that equation
(4.1) be the linearization of equation (3.2) around a constant solution .
Corresponding to a constant solution x(t) - C of equation (3.2),
there is a fixed point
	
(E(c, c), c) of the flow S(t) . In this case,
f
0
f(c, c) + , a (B) dBg(c) must be zero, and conversely.
We say that such a fixed point is hyperbolic if the linearized equation
around it is hyperbolic .
The proof of the next Lemma can be found in [4] .
Lemma 5 .4 . Let X be a Hilbert-space, l >_ 1 an arbitrary integer, and
G : Xl -> X an application of clase Cl with G(0) = 0, G'(0) = 0. Then,
for any E > 0, there exist S > 0 and GE : Xl -> X, GE of clase Cl , such
that GE(q) = G(q) for every q EXl with liqll < S and supgCX 1 ~IGE (q)jj <
E, supgEX I ~IGÉ(q)jj < E .
Theorem 5.5 . Suppose that (0, 0) E Xx Lp is a hyperbolic fixed point
of equation (3.2) and equation (4 .1) is the linearized equation around
(0, 0) . Then, there exists a homeomorphism h : X x Lp --> X x Lp, h - I
bounded, such that for each T > 0, there exists S > 0 such that if (1, cp)
is in X x L,, and 11(~,W)IiXXL_ < 5 then T(t)h(~,W) = hS(t)(1,W) for
any t in [-T, T] .
Proof. Let E = E- DE(0, 0), 7 = f -Df(0, 0) and g = g - Dg(0) .
For a given E > 0, we apply Lemma 5.4 to obtainS1 > 0 and bounded
C_1 -functions E,, fE and gE such that E,(po,p,) = E(po,pr), fe(po,pr) =
f(po, p,,) and gE(po) = g(po) for ipo1 and Ipr1 less than Sl and relation
(5.1) holds .
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We choose e sufficiently small and apply Theorem 5.3 to the equa-
tion (4.1) and the perturbed equation defined by the maps DE(0, 0) +
EE , Df(0, 0)+f and Dg(0)+g, (with the same kernel a(O)) . Let {S(t)}
be the flow of this perturbed equation . We get a homeomorphism h of
X x Lp , h - I bounded, such that T(t)h = hS(t) for all t .
Since X x L,, is invariant under 9(t), using the continuity of the
solution with respect to (~, cp) in X x L., for a given T > 0 we can find
6 > 0 such that if 11 (~,W)IIxxL- < 5, then jx(t+O)1 < Sl a.e . for t in
[-T, T] and O in [-r, 0], where xt = 7r2S(t)(~, cp) .
Since in the above situation 9(t) and S(t) coincide, the proof is com-
plete .
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